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13th August 2013 
 
Dear Sirs 

ADDTITIONAL UPDATED REPRESENTATION 
TO TEIGNBRIDGE DISTRICT COUNCIL LOCAL PLAN 2013 – 2033      

EXAMINATION IN PUBLIC 
REPRESENTAION made by Mr John Williams 

CONSULTEE ID 21321 Conitor Land Policy NA3 
 
Matter 8 (Places – Site Specific Issues) is unsound. 
 
The decision to withdraw Conitor Land from the original Local Plan allocation within 
the previous draft Local Plan was without proper justification. (No. 48), suffering 
from direct discrimination.    
 
At Full Council meeting 21.09.12 the Planning dept. Service Manager “Strongly 
advised Members not to support this proposal. Development on this site (Conitor 
land) would harm a European Wildlife Site and damage to that site could render the 
plan unfit for adoption”.  These comments were based upon the land owners own 
proactive work Inc. surveys and studies to their detriment, denying time or 
opportunity to offer bat mitigation measures. 
 
The Plan fails because if Conitor Land is rejected on the basis of concerns about 
conformity with European Wildlife Habitat Regulations, then the same argument 
applies to many similar sites within NA3, which are currently adopted within the 
Local Plan.  (Map of known bat corridors inc.) This is the conclusion drawn (New 
information following TC removal of Conitor Land from their draft Local Plan in 
Sept. 2012) by prospective developers, Simon Steele –Perkins, after commissioning 
study reports from Kestrel Wildlife Consultants Ltd. (Previously used by TC for 
exploratory work on Conitor site). NA3 sites currently included in the Local Plan  
 
This relates to key parts of the original representation including: 
1) Withdrawal of Conitor Land from the Local Plan as a direct result of due diligence.     
2) Preventing further promotion of the site including mitigation proposals.  
 
  
 
 
 
 



The Local Plan can be made sound by including the Conitor site with those similar 
sites NA3 sites already included. A comprehensive scheme would then be possible 
which recognises the common constraints and “In combination” effects of new 
development proposals. This approach would address collectively, the issues 
pertaining to the severance of flyways, disruption to foraging etc. These, in turn, 
would then enable Teignbridge to address in-combination effects as well as 
ascertaining what mitigation schemes would work (Linked) across several 
developments, thus providing an uninterrupted corridor for bats in the process and 
minimise effects on the population of bats in the SAC.     
 
Additionally, Kestrel Wildlife Consultants (Post Sept. 2012) were confident that 
further survey work related to bats / Conitor Land would considerably strengthen its 
ability to mitigate and were convinced site development was possible.  However, 
unlike many similar included NA3 sites, Conitor land will not have the opportunity to 
comprehensively mitigate due to its unfair and premature withdrawal from the Local 
Plan.    
           
  
There are no proposed changes of wording from my original representation dated 18th 
December 2012.  This representation is additional to those comments in the light of 
further survey work completed by Kestrel Wildlife Consultants and consideration by 
Simon Steele-Perkins, prospective developers of the Conitor site.   
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
    John Williams 
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Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 
(Additional comments) 
 
*Teignbridge Council`s actions in relation to managing the Conitor land sites application for inclusion 
in the Local Plan went against Natural Justice, showing bias and failing in their duty to act fairly. We 
were penalized within the planning process by Teignbridge Council`s decisions which affected our 
rights and legitimate expectations as landowners. Conitor land was removed from the Teignbridge 
Council Local Plan without proper justification. We appear to have been heavily penalised for 
showing due diligence in completing a comprehensive and detailed study & survey work (WS Atkins 
– Appendix 2.). This should have been more than adequate for a Local Plan submission and far 
exceeded any preparation from similar sites included in the Local Plan. Our supporting evidence, 
particularly in relation to bats, was used against our submission without justification; TC made us 
aware of their concern about bats & the need for mitigation only days before the Full Council 
planning decision on the 21st Sept although they had been provided with our bat survey results in 
Jan. 2012. Despite these tight timescales our Consultants (Atkins) provided the necessary bat 
mitigation proposals (App. 3) in time for the Full Council Planning meeting. These were ignored and 
the meeting minutes noted: “The minimal discussion of mitigation measures in the landowner’s 
submission”. TC also went on at the meeting to confirm (Originally 11th Sept. 12) Conitor land site 
was a County Wildlife Site, which means that it is noted as being of county level importance. Again 
they knew this in February 12 and TC made no response. Also, the evidence sited was our own 
report/survey results and importantly any such assertion should have been tested against a special 
procedure for designation of such sites of European importance. However, there is no such 
procedure for deciding that proposals in areas within the locality of a SAC might be 'likely to cause 
harm' to it. As far as I can make out, the onus is on the landowner to demonstrate that the 
development is NOT likely to cause the harm, rather than the other way round. 
*The impact of the proposed housing development at the Wolborough site can be mitigated by 
including other developable and deliverable sites in NA3, including Conitor land, applying 
appropriate and similar levels of bat mitigation. 
 
 
4. What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put 
forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 
1. Include Conitor land in the Local Plan. 
2. Inclusion of Conitor land within the Local Plan can guarantee the protection and sustainability of the 
Conitor woodland; maintaining habitat, ensuring protection of bat species whilst offering some controlled 
access/amenity social value to the local community. 
3. Help to meet Teignbridge Council`s significant shortfall in forward housing delivery. (50% of needs 
currently met) within the early years of the Local Plan proposals. 
 
 
 
 
Copy of Simon Steele-Perkins original representation  
 ID 16885 Simon Steele-Perkins 
 
WADDETON PARK LIMITED 
Address for correspondence and Registered Office: 
GREENDALE COURT CLYST ST MARY EXETER EX5 1AW 

 
SSP/MRP/WPL 
17 December 2012 
Teignbridge District Council 
Forde House 
Brunel Road 
NEWTON ABBOT 
TQ12 4XS 
 
 

http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=37427&p=0


Dear Sirs 
TEIGNBRIDGE LOCAL PLAN 2013 – 2033 – POLICY NA3 
I am writing in respect of the promotion of one particular site known as Conitor Land which abuts the proposed 
urban extension to the south of Newton Abbot. This land was shown as a proposed allocation within the previous 
draft of the Local Plan and has been removed without proper justification. The landowners having adopted a proactive 
approach to surveys and studies of the site as part of its promotion through the Plan making processs and 
have submitted in particular ecological studies relating to Bats. It seems that the provision of this information has 
now been used against the site’s allocation without justification. Many other proposed allocations in the Local Plan 
have not been subject to such comprehensive surveys and investigations and yet remain allocated. It goes against 
Natural Justice for a site to be excluded on this basis where others remain included. 
To dismiss a site without giving consideration to either the nature for the proposed development on the site or the 
opportunities for mitigation and betterment is unjustified. The evidence base including sustainability appraisals and 
audit trail do not support this change to the draft Plan. 
In the context of the wider urban extension at Wolborough, this site can play an important role in the delivery of 
well connected, well managed, permanent flight corridors for bats, providing connectivity between development to 
the west and east. 
The land offers a superb opportunity to develop a range of high quality housing and to provide very substantial and 
permanently protected ecological enhancements. 
If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Yours faithfully 
SIMON STEELE-PERKINS 
pp WADDETON PARK LIMITED 
Registered in England & Wales Co. No. 5827399 
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Conitor Site Summary 
 
Contents 
 
Site description, 
Site Location Plan  
Schematics of possible development approach and description. 
Approved access (Based on 50mph traffic speeds – 40mph limit subsequently imposed) 
 
Site Description 
The site was identified as developable in the 2009 SHLAA (combination of 2 sites) and 
recommended for inclusion in the Core Strategy by the Overview and Scrutiny committee at their 
meeting on 4 September 2012, but was removed when the plan was considered by the Full 
Council on 13 September 2012. 
 
Conitor offers approx 5 ha of developable land, together with a further 10ha of green 
infrastructure. The site is located on the west side of the A381 Totnes Road, immediately 
adjacent to an employment area with scope to expand and to residential development at Ogwell 
Cross to which there is good scope to provide pedestrian and cycle linkages.  
 
The Conitor site is immediately opposite land to the east of Totnes Road which has been 
allocated for housing development under policy NA3 (see Location Plan below). Vehicular 
accesses to both sites can easily be achieved from the Totnes Road within highway guidance 
distances. In addition a pedestrian and cycle bridge can be provided over Totnes Road. 
 
The site therefore offers space for some 200+ houses, well integrated with existing and 
proposed housing development.  
 
The feasibility of the development has been thoroughly investigated. The development of the 
site can be delivered within the first 5 year period of the plan. The Owners both have 
strong historic association with the area and fully support the Council’s adopted policy on 
Affordable Housing and that proposed in the Draft Core Strategy. 
 
Further details have already been submitted to the Council on the following:- 
 
Access – fully investigated to a higher standard than would be required now 
Biodiversity – full suite of Extended Phase 1 and Protected surveys undertaken; see below 
Archaeology – Assessment undertaken; see below 
The site is well screened and existing hedgerows and woodland would be retained. 
Grade 3b agricultural land – not ‘best and most versatile’. 
 
Surveys and Assessments undertaken 2010-2011 
 

 Archaeology 
 Extended Phase 1 Habitat 
 Birds, including cirl buntings 
 Botanical 
 Badgers 
 Dormice and 
 Bats 

 
Summary of findings:- 
The Archaeological Survey No points of potential interest apart from 2 possible barrows for 
which a Geophysical survey followed by evaluative trenching was suggested. Otherwise, a 
watching brief, plus recording before demolition/removal recommended.  
No Cirl Buntings were noted within the site, 
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The Botanical survey assessed the grassland within the fields as being of local value for nature 
conservation, not county value as suggested by TDC.  
The Badger survey found that badgers forage on the site, but there are no setts within the 
development area.  
The Dormouse survey suggests that dormice are present in the hedgerows within the site. 
Mitigation measures will reduce the predicted impacts on the local dormice population to low.  
The Bat survey confirmed that GHS bats use the site, together with other species of bats. 
Potential impacts have been identified and the following recommendations made:- 
South Hams SAC will not be directly affected, but the greater horseshoe bat population for which 
the site is designated could be affected. Thus an Assessment of Likely Significant effects (i.e. 
Stage 1 screening) under the Habitats Regulations required. (Same requirement associated with 
other land identified in current Core Strategy). Impact on bat roosts in trees to be determined as 
detailed plans are prepared. Mitigation measures against disturbance to cave bat roost suggested 
and are feasible. Appropriate mitigation re foraging areas and commuting routes also identified 
and are feasible. 
Two possible options for achieving this are included below. 
 
The SHLAA findings confirmed the following:- 

 Not liable to flood – Zone 1 
 Not in or near SSSI, SPA, NNR or Ramsar site 
 Not in or near a Conservation Area  
 Not within a Landscape Policy Area  
 Not in a Mineral Consultation Area 
 Unlikely to impact existing AQMA 
 Proposed loop road within the development conducive to public transport. 
 Access to community facilities is available 
 Not in Source Protection Zone 
 No loss of open space or employment land 
 Infrastructure capacity required and can be provided by developer 
 Highway access agreed as acceptable in principle 
 The development offers opportunities for walking and cycling 
 In conclusion the site is considered suitable, available and achievable. 

 
Overall the site can be developed in a sustainable manner, there are no strategic or 
practical constraints, all required infrastructure can be provided. 
Development is compatible with that on adjacent land but not dependant on it. 
The development can be achieved early in the plan period and can deliver affordable 
housing in line with Teignbridge’s current and emerging policies. 
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   Location Plan  
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Description of schematic development approach. 
 
An earlier schematic plan showed all woodland retained and a new road leading into the site from 
the Totnes Road and joining Denbury Road at its western end, with a link back to the new access 
road to form a loop. This was to facilitate bus routing through the development, and also offered the 
prospect of either closing or reducing use of the existing sub standard junction of Denbury Road with 
the A381. The length of Denbury Road along the north and west sides of the site would then be 
closed to through traffic with access only for buses and cycles/pedestrians. This length of Denbury 
Road is a known bat corridor, which would be thereby enhanced. The new road will provide an 
alternative route. 
 
The following 2 revised schematic plans incorporate bat mitigation measures. In drawing up these 
schemes reference has been made to 2 sites in Chudleigh, close to the roosting caves there, where 
housing was either approved for development in 2008 (Oaklands – to a client of Atkins) or Rocklands 
– proposed to be allocated in the emerging Local Plan. Both these sites demonstrate how bats and 
people can live alongside each other. We have also referred to a guide to bats and lighting in the UK 
by the Bat Conservation Trust – copy attached. 
 
Both options show the road access from Totnes Road through the site to meet up with Denbury Road 
at the western corner, but in both plans the loop back from Denbury Road to the new access has 
been deleted – instead in Option  A the bus route emerges back onto Totnes Road via the existing 
Denbury Road. This retains the enhancement of Denbury Road as a bat corridor, and also 
eliminates the loss of a bat foraging area where this loop would have been provided. In Option B a 
bus turning facility is provided within the site, meaning that the Denbury Road bat corridor would be 
further enhanced because it would be used by cycles and pedestrians only. The new road will be 
lined by new tree planting on both sides. 
 
The Revised Schematic Plans still show all the woodland retained, in addition we confirm that all 
existing hedgerows will be retained, with existing openings used as much as possible. Only one 
new opening is made in a hedgerow, which replaces an existing opening close to a further retained 
foraging area. In all these points, plus where the road passes through the southern edge of the 
woodland, detailed bat crossing points will be designed and provided. This is to ensure that existing 
high trees are retained to minimise the gap and lighting reduced or omitted as possible. If this entails 
reducing the road width to single lane, this will be done – and offers a better means of traffic calming 
than road humps. It is interesting to note that the foraging route westwards from Chudleigh caves via 
the Chudleigh development sites referred to above crosses the two lane B3344 (Former A38) which 
has existing street lights at less than 50 m intervals:- see attached photographs. 
 
This means that existing bat routes within the site and linking to the surrounding area can be 
retained. 
 
In addition to enhancing the foraging corridor along Denbury Road both options also show further bat 
foraging areas and unlit bat standoffs which will be managed for bat foraging. Our experience at 
The Oaklands Chudleigh  site demonstrates that lighting can be designed to reduce any increase in 
lighting to 0.01 lux, meaning that the overall limit of 0.5 lux referred to in the Kestrel reports 
commissioned by Teignbridge can be achieved. 
 
The possibility of public access to the bat roost cave will be prevented by erecting a fence 
through the woodland, along the line of the old quarry face.  
 
In summary the Schematic Plans illustrate 

 Enhancement of Denbury Road as a bat corridor and foraging route 
 Retention of bat foraging areas - including the woodland reducing the developable area to 

approx 5 ha. 
 Retention of hedgerows and provision of bat standoffs 
 Detailed designs for bat crossings 
 New planting along the road 
 Protection of bat cave from public access 
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